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ABSTRACT
8:1

/he outcomes of children's exposures to others'
positive and,negative emoti-ons were examined developmentally.
Twenty-Tour infants in.-three age cohorts (10, 15, and 20 months old)
were studied for 9 months. Mothers reported the child's reactions to
naturally occurring events in which emotions were 9xpressed; in
addition, each week mothers simulated one specilied affect (e.g.,
crying, anger, laughter), and an investigator portrayed affect
incidents. Mother-child interacti'ons were rated./The yolitgest
children showed evidence of discrimination between others' positive
and'negative emotions. ResponSes to aff,Act were examined as a
function of the person expressing affect and the kind of affect.
Sympathetic behaviors were directed 'toward the didtressed mother but
not the'distressed investigator. In the natural setting' crying most
frequently evoked sympathetic-behavior; angry interactions turned the
child away. In the oldest cohort there was individual consistency in
-sympathy ovee time. Mothers showing more positive contact in
nohdistress situations had children who w'ere more sympathetic in
distress situations. Socially out-going dhildren were also more
likely to comfort others in.distress. Retwaration behaviors (reactions
to 4.istress 'created by ihe child) appeared and increased With age.
Theories of early altruism are discussed. (Author/3MB)
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-The Impact of the Affective Environment on Young Childreh

Carolyn Zahn-Waxler, Marian Radke-Yarrow, and kobert A. King

The moods and emotions o others are ubiquitous sources of stiulatien in

the young child's environment. Others expressiona of pleasure, anger feat, love,

\

and sorrow, whether or not directed toward the child, provid.contexts Of early
\

4,',

earnipg and experience. EmOtions.are intTinsic.aspects of matur,uaregiv r behaviors.

A Surprisingty, there is little evidence_with regard to how other' emotion are

experienced by young.children and how Others' emotions affect child behavior.

\.
The focus OY the present research ip on development andenvironilient

influence very younk children's responses to others' emotional expressions,

principally in circumstances of distress.' In pact, the inquiry is directed to

a they,

/.0

cognitive questions: What.is the young child's awareness and understanding of

others' affects? In.part, the quehtionSconcern affect!and behavior: What

others' emotions arouse in the child and how,does the child interact wit others

in such affective enCounters? In such engagements of child with other 9one has
'7N .

the raw materials for inquiry info the emergence of thechild's empat ic capabilities

and compassionate behaviors.

A:sample.of

months of age,-wils
-4

'longitudinal and-cross-sectional examination's of'devel4megt 10,mpnths io 211

years. Mothers bf the children were hired and tritined:priór to the study as co-

24,children, in three age cOhorts begianing.at 0, 15, and 2101.-

Studied for 9 months. The overlaPping,Cohort; esign made poSalble

. ,

/

, , , 4 .

investigators. Mothers reported on.-emotional Uvents Occurring in the*natural
.

1

. - .

,

4

envirpnment. These events were situatiOns iivwhich.pain, angerv joy, sorrow, or

weariness wereexpressed by persons in:the childls imMediate surrounding. The

,reporting of the events-were according to specified procedures. Mothers dictated

'an account of the event, the'child's resOonseS to.the event;_and
7

if any, of the child's reactions. Mothers also simulated seven

on a predetermined schedule, one affect, each. week.

the,consequences,

pecified emotions



The investigator visited the homes at 3-week intervals, at which-time the

eports were discussed and procedural questions, clarified. The home visits were

also the soUrce of two sets of data: (1 mother and chird behavithrs were rated,

and (2) the investigatOr simulated an af ect. Elth investigator!and. mother

observed,the child's responses te the siduiation. Percent agreements based on

comparisons of their accounts were in the 70's and 80's. Agreement on codings of

mothWs reports of child's responses tb affect incidents ranged from 79% eo 96%.

'1
Children's reactions to;others' emotions were coded in the following principalfi

;-,

categories: (1) no response, (2).attenids, (3) cries or fusses, (4) imitates,

,

"(5) laughs'or smiles, (6) seeks caregiver, (7) intervenes, negatively by hitting or
I

.

censuring, and (8) intervenes positive y by physical contacb,,giving objects, express--;

ing sympathy br 'comfort. Qualitative differences within each categOry and the
i

:. child's entire rtsponse sequence in the affect episode's Were alsb.assessed.
, -. V

Our first. search of the data concerns the kinds of maturational progressions

i.

j

in, the child's r sponses. There is a strong developmental imprint in the data one

i

, the individual Over the 9,emonths, and also.in the data summariaed by age groupings.
1.,

The earliest'reponse ford ii a distress cry or general agitation in the presence

of,another per ii's emotion; This reap nse predominates between 10 and 4 months.

!

N...

An exam e: At 14 montha,'S Oitierved a crying 6-month-old babY; she,

. ,

watched tears welled in her eyes; she began to cry,; she lo4e4 to
_

I

her ,mot.1.r. ,

Th
,

..

cry is some m1 coupled, at in the example, with visual Seeking or proximity

seeking of a c egiver. Over the succeeding months,.the distress cry wanes (a
lbaft.
4.

statistically gnificant decrease), and more controlled., interpersonal reactions

directed to t victim appear (a significant increase). Positive initiations to

the victim"fi t appear at 12 to 16 months. These tend-to be tentative physical

contacts of pqjting or tou ing the victim, having elements of getting and giving

..6
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cdmfort.. The
%
contacts develop into more differentiated interventions by the middle

and*d of the-second year. In the protocol of the child cited aboVe, four months

1. Ateritome of the changes become appareAt.

A neighbbes baby cries. S looked startled:her body stiffened. Sbe ,

.

: .

approached and tried to give the baby cookies. She followed hiM around

and began to whimper herself; She then tried to .stroke his hair, but he

ptlled away. .Later, she approached her mother, led her to the babY, and

tried to put mother's hend'on the baby'S head; He calmed down a little,.
.

but S still looked worried. She continued to bring him toys and to pat

his head and shoulders.
.\

Other age changes in the second year shouad decreases in laughter and smiling

to distress events, increase's in imitation -of the other's emotion, and.increases-in

negative behaviors directed toward the victim. It should be emphaSizedthat.tpe

negative behaviors were of no where near the same magnitude as tht positive inter-
4

ventions. (There were no apparent sex differences in any of the reactions to distress

In these' developmental transitions, onetas indications of* how the children *-

are registering emotional events. Their 'processing is seen-in their imitation, their

overt and verbal inspection of the other's affect, their attribution of their Own:

feelings to' others; their own manifestations of affect, and their attempts to sort

out the implications 'bf their own be aviors for the stAte of other persons. ;Their

verbal reactions take the form of la elingthe emotions, questioning, iemorsd,

sympathy; and condemnasaon.
) .

-In the present report, we would.like to.discuss two facets of proCessing.

The firSt is children's imitation, either of the orms of intervention.with the victit
u

or a the emotional expressions of the vict, m. G ing a toy,at 13 months or patting

a-child at 14 months,oreayling "kiss -the hmrt,',' or "God bless-you," at 20 months
3-- .

i

, .

are imitations of the formof intervention and ieMany instances:tre reported by tht
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mother as spercific TeproduCtOns of what he had Observed her'doing. Most often

.these are generalized imitat ns of prosocial actions: Th interventions are most

frequently delaYed reproductQons of someone's helping or comforting; they area

'usually not to identical driress circumstaRces, and they occur in unique and

adaptive combinations. -

Another kind of imitation sug3estive of empathic affactive arousal is the,

child's expression of'O's emotion.- Imitation I!: at firat fragmentary (e.g., the

sound.of O's distress), but by 18 months it functions to provide the child with

information about himself and his ownfeelings in'rellition to the emotions of others.

For example:

The mother,b6mps her elbowinees, says "ouch." The child screws up
-

his face, rubs hia own.clbow, says "cw" and rubs tile mother's elbow.
I )

In imit,ations such as these, tht.child "tries on" the other's emotional experience,
)

thus aiding his domprehension of O's emotion and.facilitating sympathetic interven-

tion. This iS not an inevitable outcome: Imitation of O's affect at times turnS

inward and the child centers exclusively on himself, ihereby precluding empathy for

0 and precluding intervention.

, 0 /
Another facet of processing may be examined in the child's respondes in

situations where he htmself has caUsed Ors emotions (as when he knocks over a peer,

bites his mother,.drops and'breaks a sibling's toy). Reactions to child-caused

eVents and the child-bYstander eVents have a'balic similarity ir conitd in

-developmental progtession. In both, children's Own distress cries decrease with age,

and sympathetfc interventions appear and increase. 'But there 4re also new and'

exaggerated redponses which appear when the child has caused the distress. .Children

express heightened- exCitability and distress: And., with sbme frequenCy, they show
-

ambivalence of Lintention, alternating aggressive and comforting responses tb their
i .

1 :

/
t

.

victim. FUrther,/ on occasion, they manifesi self-punitive behaviors. A child at
..i

.....

6
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16 wintha, who has made hin siblink cry, kieSes her and then hits his own'hend.

Between 18 months and 2 yearaof age ehildyen get involved.in '1;161.hriviors of repara-.

tion orin expres;rfons of remorse. For example, a child hurt'a a peer's head"'

accidentallY,-says, hurt.your hair; please don'f cri," and then kisses the peer.

Also., children express anxious concern about the consequences of their acts; namely,

when Bobby bites his mother and-she expresses pain, he repeats the bite than hugs
a

her andisays, "I love Mommy. Mommy love mal11:'44-1 these data one sees t child's

fluctuating awarefiess of the consequences/61 own behaviors.- Aa4e struggItil with

the locus of the cause of emAion and as 116 attempts to repair the feelings of the

other,'there are, perhaps, the precursors of earliconscience development. ,

,
. The preceding descriptions have foctIsed principally on the developmental

.//

procesh, and the evtdence is there for/Maturationally determined responses. Yet
. .

I(
stable individual differences characterize the children4qjays that indicate con-

,-..
I

t4eity over the.time apan covered. For-some, :.ar1ng2is freqtient and spontaneous,
.,\, , __ , . 1

. while for thers, intervention is difficult.
/ I

iii the observatione of ch,A4,-adult interaction, controlling for age, children'
' ,% ,,...>"-

s
*holp. frdquen Anititie..z.of[imunication with their mothers fnd those w6a are outgoing

"\ k

toliard the.investigator are the more'altruistic children. The ability to interact

easily with others under everyday circumstances appears to make-prosocial interven-

tion easier,"too, than when one is more hesitant ;Ind shy. This assertive quality

of children may under/ie another association. Children whojmore frequently caused .

distress to,others were also more,likely to intervene with sympathy when they were

bystanders of distress. :(Significant correlations range f-ra0+.50 to±.80.)

Intimate, causal encounters with distrese provide feedback from which the child can
I

learn about hiS impact on-others' affective exper ence.

Individual differences in altruism may also have origins in maternal rearing

patterns. This possibility,was.examine Among; the mother'sc techniques not related

,-1
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to the.child's altruism are her permissiveness, her,play with the child, and her

.reinforcement of propocial responses. Related to child altruism Observed in other

settings are her verbal communication with the,ehild(approaching'significance), ber

provision of co tact comfort', and her sensitime attending to the child's emotional

-
Tmeds. These.as ociations are present Olen sternal and child measures are taken

in the same time period, and, more impressively, in time lag:eOrrelations (r's range
/

from .52.\t6 .75). Such associations are.no present when asSessments of child

altruism,temporally precede Maternal assessmAlts; that is, the direction of effect

from caretakei' to chtld. To summarize, mother's modeling of and provision of

, I

emotional suppblgt in circumstances of 'distress leads to altruistic behaviors in

ctildren as youngis 1 and 2 YeArs.

the mother's expressions of distress when the chi ld caused her to be distressed'

were slso analyzed. Young children.dp hurt mothers in their biting, kicking, and

hitting. How the mother conveys to the child the painfut consequences of his behavior
b

6)
'may be instructive. When mothers convey the message by dramaeizing the painful con- I

. I

( ,

seq4ences in grimaces, moans, and crieS,Iluch expredbive mn4ling.is positively

associated with children's altruism in the earlieslistAges.of development. At a

later stake, *others' verbal prohibitions and .explanatigns regarding the conSequences

of hurting others re correlat with children's sympathetic behavior in other

settings. iihys ment for hurting is ass,v4ited with negative, aggressive

reactions by ch dre6'when they Witness Another's distress. These sets of rearing

methodi remind one t4t the thild receives mixed messages from mothers concerning

the 'helping and hurting of others in distress:

The data reported here are base& On the.mother's oV. rvations 6f children's

reactions to natural and simulated affective episodes. Had we used a laboratory

setting, or reactions to an.investigAtor' ortrayal of emotion, a very different

and more barren picture of changing developmental sensitivities would have emergbd;,

8
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children's predominant renponbe to tho invustipttor, other than simply attending to

theowent, waSi to imitate the affect. Reactions of concern, distres , and sympathetic

Interventions were few in number: By traintng family membera na obserVera just as

one would train outside obseklyra, we are pcoNWId with an intimate look at life

circumstances which wonld otherwise be considerod pri,ileged and innccesuib.e.

e.

k
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